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Welcome to Realize Coin
- - - We’re so glad to have you join us on our journey! This guide is meant to provide specific
information to help you get off to a great and productive start on who we are, our mission,
our purpose and how you can support!

“
Realize Verse Network
-Realize Coin
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WHO WE ARE
- - - REALIZE is a movement started by the people and for
the people. Our mission is to educate communities on
the future of crypto currency with the integration of its
use through the process of cooperative economics.
The inspiration for our movement comes directly from
ancestors, and we will utilize our power to change the
trajectory of our people. REALIZE is the Real Life, for
Zenit that was once promised to us, because of the hardships of our ancestors. We have
witnessed overtime that the promise has not been kept. We are taking power within our own
hands to recreate that promise, and to put the power in the hands of our people through
cryptocurrency. REALIZE coin is about encompassing ALL communities and ALL businesses for
a common goal.

THE TEAM
Here at REALIZE, we have an amazing team!

Cahyono
CEO

Sutandi Azhari M
CTO
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What is REALIZE?
REALIZE is a cryptocurrency that was created to establish economic freedom for disenfranchised
communities. It is our past, present, and future, immersed within a token. This token will serve
the community through education, P2P circulative transactions, blockchain integration, and
community driven projects.

What purpose does REALIZE serve?
With little to no resources provided, the REALIZE team understands that poverty continues to
plague our communities. The resources that are provided help perpetuate a poverty mindset
within the community; those same resources come with a cost.
The cost is division in our communities when, in reality, it should bring us together. By circulating
a portion of all transaction fees, coin holders will be able to accumulate free REALIZE coins on a
daily basis through Tokenomics. Tokenomics creates a windfall of free coins which will be
redistributed to disenfranchised communities through our charity function(s).

Tokenomics
Tokenomics is the distribution of coins through P2P transactions. The foundation of Tokenomics
is determined by supply and demand. A specific sale transaction is what determines the issuance
of tokens. Those tokens are dispersed to our investors wallets, each time there is a “sale” of
REALIZE coins.
Provided below is a breakdown of Tokenomics, how it impacts our investors and how it puts them
in the position to receive free REALIZE coins for investing. Tokenomics is beneficial to both
businesses and consumers, because it allows both parties to benefit from the redistribution of
coins with every transaction.
With the global adoption of cryptocurrency rapidly increasing, we have the potential to generate
millions of P2P transactions daily. This will create a consistent redistribution of REALIZE coins to
all of our holders. By having both business and consumers invested in REALIZE, businesses will
realize gains from multiple angles. Not only will they benefit from selling their product, they will
also gain coins from the transaction fee of that sale. Even when they aren’t making a sale, they
are gaining coins every time another merchant makes a transaction with REALIZE. The ultimate
benefit from that transaction is to benefit our charities!
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REALIZE Initial Coin Distribution

REALIZE Features

2.5% Treasury

1% fee auto add to the liquidity pool to locked

2.5% Charity

forever when selling

5% Founders

1% fee auto distribute to all holders
1% fee burn forever

30% Initial Burn

1% fee auto add to charity

10% Presale

Supply 999,000,000 REALIZE

50% Public Sale

Treasury Wallet
Our treasury wallet is not a wallet for our personal gain. This wallet will be used for the greater
good of moving the project forward. We will utilize our Treasury Wallet for financing future
development projects and marketing.
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24,975,000 REALIZE coins - Treasury Reserve - Platform Development, Marketing, Audits, Future
Listings, Social Media Promos, Legal Fees, Business Fees.
Throughout the month of February 2022, we want to start pushing for community crowdfunding.
Getting listed on major exchanges takes more than just volume and notoriety, it also comes with
an associated cost.
We also want to continue our community marketing push that, so far, has been successful and
fully funded by the community.

Road Map
Q1 - 2022

Q2 - 2022

Q3 - 2022

Q4 - 2022
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Idea
Development
Private Sale
Pre-Sale
ICO Pharse 1
Airdrops
Referral Program
1st Burn 10%
ICO Pharse 4
Grand Launching
Launching Startup Realize Supperapp
Listing on Another Exchangers
Payment for Startup Circulation
End Referral Program
3rd Burn 10%
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Listing Market Cap
Pre-Launching
ICO Pharse 2 & 3
Develop Startup Realize Supperapp
Trade on PancakeSwap Exchanger
Listing on Coin Market Cap
Continue Referral Program
2nd Burn 10%
National Gathering
International Event
Stay tuned for more updates

To The Moon

Resources
You can visit www.realizeverse.network to stay up to date on all of our activities!
All social media links are provided on the website.

